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On the 15th and 16th of February 2020, the 2nd Congress for Kids with Special Needs
“Fərqli Fərdlər” was held with great success at the Heydar Aliyev Centre; the event was
dedicated to the topic of autism.
The Congress aimed to attract the maximum attention of society to the topic of autism,
to establish a dialogue between parents, specialists and teachers, and to support the
trend set by the Government to expand inclusive education. The speakers of
the congress were well-known international and Azerbaijani experts, parents of children
with autism, as well as people with autism who told stories of their lives and successes.
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OPENING CEREMONY
15 February, Heydar Aliyev Center

THE OPENING CEREMONY WAS ATTENDED BY

Anar Kerimov

Shukur Eyvazov

Jeyran Rahmatullayeva

Deputy Minister of
Labor and Social Protection
of population

The Head of the Department for
Regional Centers of the State Agency
on Mandatory Health Insurance

Head of Apparatus of the State Committee
on Family, Women and Children Affairs of
the Republic of Azerbaijan

Nadir Adilov

Bakhtiyar Aslanbeyli

Deputy Chairman of the Management Board of
the Small and Medium Business Development Agency
of the Republic of Azerbaijan

Vice-president of BP,
Communications, External Affairs,
Strategy & Region

The musical performance of the Honored Artist of
the Republic of Azerbaijan Tunzale Agayeva, Murad Arif and
the participants of the show “Səs Azərbaycan” took place as
a part of opening ceremony.

GUESTS REVIEW

“
Deputy minister of
Labor and Social Protection of
the Population

“

Anar Karimov,

“The Congress “Fərqli Fərdlər” is becoming a traditional
event for our country. And it is very important!
We are all working on resolving issues of a whole group
of citizens of our country, especially children. Azerbaijan is
doing a lot of work to educate and develop the younger
generation. I can note that only through the Ministry of
Labour and Social Protection of the Population, about six
hundred thousand children receive various social support
annually. We are working to ensure that this support is
provided not only through rehabilitation centres, but also on
a wider scale. In previous years, the Ministry implemented
a wide ranging project for the rehabilitation of children
with autism, which was used by more than 800 children.
The implementation of this programme will continue
in 2020-2021. I believe that similar Congresses, where all
the representatives of society related to the issue of autism
gather, need to be held in future. They play an important
role in the social integration of people with autism and the
formation of an inclusive society. The main message to
the Congress for children in society with developmental
disabilities can be stated as follows: “A peculiarity is an
asset that can benefit the community.”

“

“I admit, I did not expect the Congress to be
so large-scale and interesting. I regret that I could
not take part in the work of the Congress last year.
The event is well organised, has attracted
professionals of the highest level, representatives
of government agencies involved in resolving
issues of children with autism and, most importantly,
has invited parents of children with autism, school
teachers and the children themselves. That is,
the whole spectrum of people involved in this topic
are presented here. Thus, the Congress has managed
to hear the opinions of representatives of the state,
specialists, and the opinions of ordinary people
going about their daily lives with autism”.

Shukur Eyvazov
Head of the Department for Regional Centers of
the State Agency on Mandatory Health Insurance

“

CONGRESS VISITORS

667

Total number of
congress visitors

The participants of
the congress were:
Parents of children
with special needs
Experts (psychologists,
psychotherapists, heads
of psychological centres,
directors of leading
schools, teachers)
Representatives of
government agencies
Media representatives

Antonina Steynberg
Producer of the Congress
“Fərqli Fərdlər”,
Project for support of people with
Aspergers`s syndrome and autism,
person with autism,
Russia

Tatiana Morozova
Clinical Psychologist, expert of
the “Naked Heart” Foundation,
Specialist in Development and
Mental Health of Children,
Russia

Svyatoslav Dovbnya
Paediatric neurologist, expert of
the “Naked Heart” Foundation,
specialist on development and
mental health of children,
Russia

The programme of
the first day of
the congress
was divided into

Arina Lipkina
Psychologist in
Science Center "Concept",
mother of a child with autism,
Russia

5 panels.
1 Know and Accept
2 Special Life

Aleksey Voskov

3 Inclusion and integration

Senior Researcher and Lecturer,
Moscow State University,
Ph.D. in Chemistry,
person with autism,
Russia

4 An Accessible World
5 A Family. Beginning of life

Elnara Ansari
Deputy Head of the International
Department, Ministry of Labour and
Social Protection of the Population
of the Republic of Azerbaijan,
mother of a child with autism,
Azerbaijan

Gwen Burchell
Founder of
United Aid For Azerbaijan,
UK

Sarah Borgerding
Azerbaijan International School,
teacher, mother of a child with
autism, a person with dyslexia,
UK

Nazilya Maharramova
Teacher at special educational
school number 11, head of
the volunteer organisation
“Ümid var”, Azerbaijan

Imdat Atamov

The speakers of
the congress were

Founder of Imdat Consalting
Company, trainer assistant in
“EI kids Baku” program,
Azerbaijan

experts
from 7 countries,
including
Azerbaijan,
United Kingdom,
Greece,
Italy,
Russia,
USA
and Turkey.

Nigar Kocharli
The CEO and owner of the
Ali and Nino bookstore chain,
Azerbaijan

Elnur Zulfugarov
Deputy CEO,
Heydar Aliyev International Airport,
Azerbaijan

Fidan Muradalieva
Head of the Department of
Archaeological Ceramics and
Porcelain of the Fund of the
Azerbaijan National Museum
of Art, Azerbaijan

Afag Nasibova
Deputy Director in the
National Centre for Haematology
and Transfusiology,
Azerbaijan

ABA

APPLIED
BEHAVIORAL
ANALYSIS
CONFERENCE

16 FEBRUARY 2020
CONFERENCE
On the 16th of February, within the framework of “Fərqli Fərdlər”, a conference was held on
the topic of Applied Behaviour Analysis. ABA therapy is an intensive training programme
that is based on behavioural technologies and teaching methods, and studies the influence
of environmental factors on behaviour, thereby allowing it to be corrected. The conference
was organised by the public association Birge ve Saglam. Organisational support was
provided by CEO and the educational structure Edutainment.az.
Among the guests of the conference were parents of children with autism, experts, teachers
and methodologists, psychologists and psychotherapists.

SPEAKERS

Ayten Einalova

William Heward

Neil Martin

Binyamin Birkan

Founder of the “Birgə və Sağlam”
society, mother of a child with
autism, Azerbaijan

Professor Emeritus,
The Ohio State University,
USA

Ph.D, BCBA-D,
Director of International
Development for BACB, UK

Professor Biruni University,
BBA Executive Director,
Turkey

Angeliki Gena

Lorenzo Todone

Janet Twyman

Ekaterina Zhestkova

Clinical Psychologist,
Professor, Greece

BCBA, M.S.ED,
Vice-president SIACSA,
Director of the Centro APP, Italy

Ph.D., BCBA, LBA,
Chief Learning Scientist, blast,
USA

Head of ABA project “Step Up
ABA”, Author and teacher at
the Board Certified Behavior
Analysts (BCBA) course, Russia

SPEAKERS REVIEWS

“

“I am taking part in the work of the “Fərqli Fərdlər” Congress for the second
time. This is the first time as a speaker, and now a moderator. I believe that
such events contribute widely to the information about autism in society,
contribute to the removal of stereotypes and myths, talk about the
characteristics of people with autism and how to communicate with them.
Through such events, general society and people with autism come closer
to each other. For all of us, this is very important, because every person with
autism strives to be part of society and realise their potential. About one
percent of the world’s population are people with autism, which is equally
prevalent in any country, among any ethnic group and among people of all
ages. The “Fərqli Fərdlər” Congress sends a message to society that autism
exists, ensures that such people are not deprived of public attention and is
an exchange of views on how to live with it. The Congress gives society the
opportunity to learn about the characteristics of people with autism, fosters
tolerance and promotes the humanisation of society”.

“

“

Antonina Steynberg,
producer of the congress,
head of the project for support of
people with Aspergers’s syndrome
and autism, person with autism

The “Fərqli Fərdlər” Congress is a platform where not only the problem is
discussed, but also ways to solve it are proposed. I want to note that we
should not stop at only carrying out such large-scale events. Society needs
to constantly communicate information, through the press, television,
the Internet and social networks, about the presence of people with autism.
Ordinary citizens should be prepared in how to respond to such people,
how to build communication with them and how to coexist with them in
everyday life. It is very important to inform parents of children with autism
about new research in this area, ongoing government projects and
programmes, social events and activities. The more society knows about
the problem, the sooner it will understand that autism is the reality of our
life, with which we all must live. I think the “Fərqli Fərdlər” Congress is an
important step towards informing the public. But we must not stop there”.

Arina Lipkina,
Psychologist in
Science Center “Concept”,
mother of a child with autism

“

SPEAKERS REVIEWS

“

“I have the most positive impressions. A wonderful Congress,
the unique Heydar Aliyev Centre, excellent organisation, a very
good reception, and high level of invited guests. The Congress
for children with special needs is an important step in the
development of the whole of Azerbaijan’s societyin understanding autism, which such an important aspect of life.

“

“

Svyatoslav Dovbnya,
Paediatric neurologist,
expert of the “Naked Heart”
Foundation,
specialiston development and
mental health of children

I think the most important message of this Congress for
society is legitimate hope and optimism that, as much as a
challenge that autism spectrum disorders can provide, there
is not just hopeful hope, but evidence-based hope backed by
scientific knowledge of how we can arrange a child’s day to
day experience, environment in the home, environment in
the community and interacting with other children,
significant others, and then of course very importantly in
school as a child ages, to arrange that environment to be
as supportive for the child to be able to learn new skills,
to increase his or her independence, and as a result happiness”.

William Heward,
Professor Emeritus,
Ohio State University

“

CONGRESS VOLUNTEERS
This year, the supporting organisation of the “Fərqli Fərdlər” congress
was joined by the Regional Development Public Union, established on
the initiative of the First Vice President of Azerbaijan, President of
the Heydar Aliyev Foundation, Mehriban Aliyeva.
During the congress, they gained specific knowledge, invaluable
experience and skills that they can use in other international events.
For help in holding the congress, all volunteers received a certificate
of appreciation from the organisers of the congress.

A FAVOURABLE
ENVIRONMENT
In order to create a favourable
environment for people with
special needs during the congress,
a number of conditions were
created, which included:

Rest zone for the people
with special needs
Children`s area
Special identification elements
The personnel passing line for
people with special needs
(during registration,
coffee break and lunch)

The personnel to accompany
people with special needs
Special navigation
The availability of food
for people with special needs
during the congress
Sign language interpreters
for hearing impaired people
with special needs

SPECIAL CHILDREN`S PERFORMANCE
Each panel of the congress began with performances in which children
with special needs and creative teams participated.

An excerpt from the children’s
play “Time Machine” was shown
according to the scenario of
a girl with autism, Aisha Mammadli,
with the participation of
a children’s theatre group led
by Irada Aslanova.

Pupils of special school No. 11
performed with a waltz.

The opening of the conference was
accompanied by a performance by
the Birgə və Sağlam choir.

The congress was closed
by participants of
a children’s dance group with
a dance dedicated to autism.

WORKSHOP ZONE / EXHIBITION

Within the framework of the congress, an exhibition was held, the participants of which
were partners and sponsors of the congress. This opportunity was provided to maximise the
achievement of a multitude of goals for promoting the products and services of companies.
Participants and visitors of the congress, a large target audience gathered at one site,
were offered services and products during the congress.

Considering the numerous requests received after last year’s congress regarding social
and educational issues, this year the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Azerbaijan
and the DOST Agency of the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of the Republic
of Azerbaijan had stands at the congress where their representatives answered all
the questions of the participants.

VISITORS REVIEWS

“The international congress dedicated to people with
special needs, “Fərqli Fərdlər”, thought out everything
with precision. I am very satisfied, for which I thank
the organisers very much. Also, I thank the foreign
and local experts. I would like to specially thank all the
sponsors. One can find a lot of useful information here”.

Jabrailova Irada

“Excellent organisation, friendly attitude,
professional people sharing their experiences.
In a word it is great! You are selected every year
by your exemplary activities!”

Gulshan Eminova

“Thanks to everyone who contributed.
Everything is organised at a high level”.

Khanim Mustafayeva
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See you soon

For partnership and cooperation,
please contact the responsible person:
Irina Babayeva
Project manager
Caspian Event Organisers LLC
Tel.

: +994 12 404 1000(office)
: +994 12 404 8973(direct)
Mob. : +994 55 400 0578
E-mail : congress@ceo.az
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